Abstract-The pertinency of error concealment (EC) schemes to the encoder-decoder model makes them an attractive choice to conceal the effects of transmission errors in a compressed video bitstream. Among various EC techniques, boundary matching (BM) has been the most popular due to its distortion measure criterion to select the most appropriate motion vector (MV) for damaged macroblock among a set of candidate MVs (CMVs). In a scenario where error bursts do not extend to more than one frame of digital video, the performance of BM can be highly enhanced if the CMVs depend upon an interpolation of surrounding MVs. This interpolation needs to be done, considering the change in their pattern from the reference to the current erroneous frame. This brief proposes a technique to build this novel set of CMVs and compares the results of BM with traditional CMVs qualitatively and quantitatively for MPEG test sequences.
I. INTRODUCTION
T O achieve efficient video transmission over error-prone channels, error resilience techniques [1] , [2] and encoder-decoder interactive techniques [3] try to mitigate the effects of errors by adding redundant information while encoding. Error concealment (EC) methods, which are implemented at the decoder side, present another convenient way of dealing with this problem, as they do not require any change in the encoder-decoder structure. In EC techniques, the decoder attempts to conceal the effects of errors by providing a subjectively acceptable approximation to the original data. This is achieved by exploiting the limitations of the human visual system and the high temporal and/or spatial correlation of video sequences.
A classification of the EC techniques can be done as spatial interpolation [4] - [8] , temporal interpolation [6] , [8] - [11] , and motion-compensated temporal interpolation. Neither spatial nor temporal interpolation techniques account for the motion between the current erroneous frame and the previous frame. This is taken into consideration by motion-compensated EC techniques. Motion-compensated concealment can be implemented in various ways, of which averaging (AV) [3] , [12] and boundary matching (BM) [13] - [16] are the most popular. Al-Mualla et al. [3] provide simulation results to display the superior performance of BM over AV and attributes it to the distortion measure criterion of BM to find a concealed motion vector (MV) for [17] provides the case for failure of BM due to the presence of slanting edges and high gradient of gray levels, [17] and [18] present an improved BM to palliate their effects. Lee et al. [19] present a multiframe recovery principle based on BM to minimize the effect of errors, not only in the current decoded frame but also in the succeeding dependent frames. BM dependency is also present in [20] for forward and backward motion tracking, [21] for concealment using long-term and short-term reference frame, [22] for gradient-based BM (GBM), [23] for bitstream level error correction mechanism, and [24] for concealment in object-based video coding. All the cited works on BM establish that it scores over other EC techniques, but a little insight into its application procedure can further enhance the results. The principle behind BM is that continuity of objects passing through a damaged MB shall be maintained. The continuity measure is called side-match distortion (SMD), which is defined in [3] as
where SMD is the sum of absolute, or squared, differences across the left boundary of the damaged block, when concealed using the th MV of the candidate MV (CMV) bank . Likewise, SMD , SMD , and SMD are the differences across the right, top, and bottom edges of the damaged MB, respectively. Based on the smoothness property of the video signals, the CMV that achieves the minimum SMD is chosen as the concealed MV.
This brief focuses on this aspect of BM and defines a new interpolated CMV (ICMV) bank in Section II. Section III presents the simulations and testing results carried out to study the comparisons in the concealed frames. The results include perceived video quality and the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) values of concealed frames.
II. ICMVS
The authors in [13] - [24] use the CMVs for BM as a combination of some or all of the following parameters: 1) zero MV; 2) MV of the spatially corresponding MB in the previous frame; 3) MVs of the available neighboring MBs; 4) mean of the available neighboring MVs; 5) median of the available neighboring MVs. The basis for these choices is high temporal correlation of video sequences and high correlation of MVs of neighboring MBs (high spatial correlation). However, BM might fail for areas with low spatial correlation, e.g., at the boundaries of moving objects as illustrated with results in [3] . Such anomalies are also easy to notice and affect the perceived video quality considerably. BM performs poorly because the aforementioned CMVs are not representatives of the true motion type for such areas. If the pattern of change in MVs from the reference (correctly received or concealed) frame to the current erroneous frame is included in CMVs, BM would have much more meaningful CMVs to estimate a damaged MV.
This technique can be explained with the help of Fig. 1 . Using the notation where , , , and denote the MVs for the MBs to the left of, to the right of, above, and below the damaged block in the current erroneous frame. Let , , , and denote the MVs for the spatially corresponding MBs in the previous frame. In addition, denotes the MV of MB in the previous frame at the spatial position of damaged block. Further, any MV can be broken down as , where and are a part of the video bitstream. The procedure starts by gathering the relationship of damaged MB's neighboring MVs with respective MVs of spatially corresponding MBs in the reference frame. Then, this relationship is used on to compute an ICMV for BM to estimate a concealed MV for damaged MB. In the simplest form, let there be four ICMVs denoted by icmv , icmv , icmv , and icmv . First, the relationship of , , , and is computed with , , , and , respectively. Then, these relationships are applied on to estimate icmv , icmv , icmv , and icmv , respectively.
Since MVs are vectors, they can be treated as complex numbers in polar form, i.e., . Furthermore, ICMVs, which are also represented in polar form, can be calculated by icmv
The benefit of polar-form representation is that it separates the magnitude part and the direction part of an MV. This helps in applying the relationships in such a way that the first part in (2) represents translation (magnitude scaling) and the second part represents rotation. The overhead for computing ICMVs is also nominal in terms of computational complexity and memory requirements. The extra computation effort would be to transform MVs to polarform coordinates and then compute ICMVs. Each MV would require three multiplication/division and one addition/subtraction operation for polar-form transformation. Further, each ICMV calculation consumes two multiplication/division and two addition/subtraction operations. Therefore, for a set of ICMVs, which successively requires MVs in polar form, the total extra computations would be multiplication/division and addition/subtraction operations. For four basic ICMVs, these values are 23 and 13, respectively. Some memory would also be required to store the MVs of the reference frame, which are otherwise erased from the memory as soon as a new frame arrives for decoding. Considering an MB size of , a frame size of , and bytes for each component of MVs; the extra memory required would be bytes. For CIF resolution (352 288), 32-bit MV components, and 16 16 MB size, this value is around 3 kB, which can easily be made available in any application. Now, a new set of CMVs can be proposed to have a combination of the following parameters: 1) zero MV; 2) MV of the spatially corresponding MB in the previous frames; 3) ICMVs; 4) mean of ICMVs; 5) median of ICMVs. CMVs described in 1) and 2) have been taken from the traditional set of CMVs mentioned at the start of this section. These two CMVs take care of the most simple case of no motion in erroneous areas, such as background or temporally constant regions for the reference and current frames. It should also be noted that CMVs mentioned in 3) of earlier set are just a special Thus, this new set of CMVs would provide improved inputs to BM for majority of the damaged MBs. It is important to note that considering both sets of CMVs would further increase the performance of BM, but it would also result in a considerable increase of computational complexity. This performance-complexity tradeoff has been factored in the following section along with simulation results.
III. SIMULATION AND TEST RESULTS
The MPEG test sequences SUSIE, SILENT, FOREMAN, STEFAN, and TABLE TENNIS were obtained from MPEG test bitstreams source (http://www.mpeg.org) for simulations. The criteria to test the performance are perceived video frame quality and PSNR. Since BM falls under the category of motion-compensated concealment, the performance was tested taking interframe MB-type mode for all MBs. Interframe interval was increased to 60 frames for prolonged judgement of results with the proposed ICMVs.
A. Performance Evaluation
The objective quality was tested with CMV banks containing traditional CMVs for classical (BM) and EBM algorithms. ICMVs were employed for BM+, and a combination of both CMVs and ICMVs were considered for BM++. Tables I-IV list the PSNR values in decibels for various frames of test sequences for a 20% MB loss rate. For every sequence, the first row represents the frame in which the error was initially introduced. The following rows indicate how the PSNR values varied for subsequent frames after some intervals. The last row indicates the average PSNRs calculated over the entire 30 frames.
The BM+ performance is always better than the BM for all the test sequences, and BM++ performs even better. In general, the performance of BM for both CMV banks went down for increasing frames in all the test sequences, which is expected. For sequences FOREMAN and STEFAN, which have high motion magnitude, the average improvement is around 1 dB. For low-motion-magnitude clips, i.e., SUSIE and SILENT, the average gain is around 1.5 dB. An interesting feature to note is that for increasing subsequent frames, the difference in BM and BM+ performance increases. BM++ also follows the same trend with BM+, but the increase in performance was very less as compared to the magnitude of computational complexity overhead. From BM to BM+, the percentage increase in performance was 5%-10% for a complexity increase of approximately 10%. From BM+ to BM++ performance, increase was 1%-5% for a complexity increase of around 40%, because the number of CMVs for BM++ increased considerably. This is in accordance with our analysis that ICMVs would contribute better MVs for BM for majority of the damaged MBs.
The subjective study was done on the tenth frame of TABLE TENNIS as shown in Fig. 2 . The corresponding erroneous frame is shown in Fig. 3 with a 20% MB loss rate. Thereafter, Figs. 4 and 5 present the perceived quality of the concealed frames for BM with traditional CMVs and ICMVs, respectively.
There are some noticeable improvements by the proposed technique at the right elbow of the player-its shadow on the wall and left thigh. These have been enlarged and displayed in shape of shadow resembles much to the original and the thigh part is closer to the leg. However, there are still some deformities in the upper arm and shadow, which must have been present due to unavailability of neighboring MBs belonging to the object area.
IV. CONCLUSION
The performance of BM in video EC is highly superior than the other techniques in its category. However, the results produced by BM are dependent upon the CMVs supplied to it for computing least distortion in the concealed frame. A new class of ICMVs that uses the information about motion pattern along with temporal and spatial correlation property of MVs is proposed. The principle of ICMVs is to estimate the relationship between MVs around the damaged block from the reference and current frames and estimate possible MVs for damaged block if the relationships persisted.
Simulation results displayed that with ICMVs forming a part of the CMV bank, the performance was better than the traditional CMVs for a variety of test sequences. In perceived video quality, the improvement was also visible at critical (high motion) boundary regions.
The proposed strategy can be easily inducted into existing framework as it does not force a change in other existing modules. Considering that BM forms an underlying principle for a large number of concealment techniques, improvement in its basic inputs would result in better performance of all these techniques.
